“STEGO Products stand for perfect
Thermal Management.“

PERFECT

THERMAL MANAGEMENT

Whether heating, ventilating, regulating or lighting – our innovations and our UNCOMPROMISING DEMAND for quality create solutions for thermal management, which protect
electric and electronic installations FROM HIGH/LOW TEMPERATURES AND HUMIDITY.
STEGO products ensure that electromechanical and electronic
components function without fault or breakdown by providing
optimum climatic conditions. These ideal climatic prerequisites are ensured by reliable temperature and humidity control
systems. This means that the appropriate measures – heating
or inducing air circulation – are applied when extreme high or
low temperatures as well as humidity occur. This is easier said
than done, as a variety of factors need to be taken into account.

Temperature fluctuations can have many causes. This
makes climatisation an ever-increasing and significant challenge. However, the portfolio of solutions provided by STEGO
offers everything needed to protect sensitive components
reliably from corrosion and condensation anywhere in the
world: This is perfect Thermal Management.
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WE COMBINE

Innovation AND Design
STEGO products are easily recognised: our thermal management products as well

as accessories stand out with their innovative features and excellent design.
STEGO combines BOTH FACTORS, OFFERING SOLUTIONS WHICH are perfectly tailored to
customer requirements.
The final look of the product is a result of the overall
functionality defined by the user as far as size of product,
usability and service life are concerned. Not only do we
make Thermal Management more efficient, economical
and safer with the knowledge, experience and the finely
tuned instinct of our team, but we also offer components, which show our high standard of design:
SIMPLY INNOVATIVE. BETTER FOR SURE.

STEGO products set and exceed standards. And sometimes even beat their own standard – the thermostats
STO 011 and STS 011 complemented a tried and tested product line and therefore expand it with additional features.
This innovative spirit does not just give our customers the
good feeling that they have chosen the right product but
also allows them to profit from innovative features and
intelligently positioned design.

THE THERMOSTAT STO 011 / STS 011
combine innovative technology and contemporary
design to the benefit of the user: Normally
Closed and Normally Open versions with bi-metal
technology, small switch temperature difference
(hysteresis), thumbwheel setting dial and
anti-frost setting.
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OPTIMIsed TEMPERATUREs

ENSURE FUNCTIONALITY

Climatic parameters differ according to the place of use. STEGO has developed solutions
for heating control cabinets, which ensure operational safety for installed components AT LOW TEMPERATURES or at high levels of humidity.
The operational temperatures of electrical systems present a significant challenge to engineers, especially at
low outside temperatures, as various influences may
cause condensation, which may lead to malfunction
or even the failure of important components. Therefore it is of the highest importance to create optimum
temperatures in control cabinets. STEGO heating units
prevent low temperatures and fan heaters additionally provide regular distribution of warm air through
active air circulation.

Our design engineers are aware of the exact needs and
problems. All STEGO heaters and fan heaters are designed
for continuous use and are partly available with integrated
thermostats. The most up-to-date materials and innovative designs are used to ensure the highest levels of
efficiency even in situations where space is at a premium
and installation density is high.

THE FAN HEATERS CS 028 / CSL 028
were developed with modern PTC technology and
sophisticated design: In particular, these two series
provide consistent temperatures in control cabinets
and applications with limited space and high assembly
density and therefore ensure the functionality of
components. The plastic casing with its minimal
surface temperature creates additional safety.
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STEGO DEVELOPS

OPTIMISES AND PROTECTS
We must constantly monitor and improve our performance to effectively protect our

customers’ systems, control cabinets and ENCLOSURES. Each development therefore
sets the bar higher. AS A RESULT, products and solutions are created with features so
unique that we have to, and want to, protect them legally.

COMPACTNESS
DE 10 2004 057 530 A1 Published Patent Application

MOUNTING TECHNOLOGY
DE 196 08 903 C1 Patent Specification

USER SAFETY

DE 10 2010 061 555 B3 Patent Specification

EP 1 847 785 A1 European Patent Application

CONTACT SAFETY
DE 10 2006 018 151 A1 Published Patent Application

MODULAR SOLUTIONS – MODULAR SYSTEMS
DE 10 2006 003 570 B4 Patent Specification

USER-FRIENDLY INSTALLATION
DESIGN

DE 199 25 439 A1 Published Patent Application

EGM 001689837-0001 European Design Patent

SIMPLICITY
CLAMPING TECHNOLOGY

DE 102 50 873 B4 Patent Specification

DE 10 2008 030 212 A1 Published Patent Application

SENSITIVITY
DE 10 2010 017 741 A1 Published Patent Application
DE 20 2011 000 283.7 Utility Patent
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FRESH AIR

FOR Maximum Performance
IN SYSTEMS with electric or electronic components THE AVAILABLE SPACE MUST BE USED
TO THE OPTIMUM. STEGO‘S INNOVATIVE filter fans ensure the correct operating climate to
avoid overheating.
A high density of assemblies in enclosures often come
with sophisticated applications. The resulting high
temperatures may cause malfunctions in electrics and
electronics. The interior temperature is lowered when
filtered, cooler air brought in from outside expels the hot
interior air. The resulting airflow stops the development
of hot spot and protects sensitive components from
overheating.

STEGO filter fans offer high levels of airflow and
operate with very little maintenance. The equipment
distinguishes itself by the intelligent und functional
design. Above all, this means time and space saving
assembly in practice. The materials used are weatherproof
and UV resistant.

The FILTER FANS FF 018
with air volumes of 21 m3/h up to 550 m3/h provide
optimum ventilation of cabinets and enclosures with
electric and electronic installations. Apart from these
filter fan models, special versions are available such
as the roof filter fans or 19“ fan trays.
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Performance Requires

Intelligent Control

WITH STEGO‘S TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY CONTROL SYSTEMS, OPTIMISED CLIMATIC CONDITIONS
ARE ACHIEVED, ENSURING UNDISTURBED PROPER FUNCTIONALITY OF CRITICAL COMPONENTS.
STEGO’s temperature and humidity control systems
maintain electrical and electronic operating conditions
at constant, optimum levels and protect them
reliably from malfunction and failure. Our sophisticated thermostats, hygrostats and hygrotherm equip-

ment regulate and control heaters, filter fans, heat
exchangers or air conditioners, when temperatures or
humidity levels go above or below the set values. In this
way, our systems ensure that these components function
perfectly.

THE HYGROTHERM ETF 012
is an electronic regulator of the latest generation
and monitors air temperature and relative humidity
simultaneously. The regulator switches the heater
or the fan when the set values are reached. Its new
wide voltage range of 100 - 240 V allows the ETF 012
to be used worldwide. The hygrotherm can be used
at temperatures as low as -40 °C.
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PERFEct FUNcTIONality

at All Times

Electrics and electronics run 24 hours a day and their functionality must be ensured
throughout. To allow access to control cabinets and installations day and night, STEGO
offers suitable lamps and COMPLEMENTARY accessories.
Lamps must fulfil strict standards with regards to the
available space, energy usage and heat loss. STEGO
recognised this need early on and created ideal solutions.
Our selection of lamps offers a multitude of options for
illuminating your control cabinets. The lamps can be
installed with minimum effort and in a variety of ways.

We offer tried and tested accessory elements, in addition
to our climatisation products and lamps which have been
developed with practical application in mind.

THE LAMP LED 025
offers impressive features: wide voltage range, choice
of magnetic, clip or screw fixing, easy connection via
snap-lock connectors and its own power supply as
well as the option to connect up to 10 lamps to each
other (daisy chain). The latest LED technology makes
the lamp particularly energy saving and durable.
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THIS IS

what sets us apart

• WE HAVE OVER 30 YEARS OF MARKET EXPERIENCE: STEGO WAS FOUNDED IN 1980 AND TODAY HAS
locations IN 12 COUNTRIES ALL OVER THE WORLD.
• WE HAVE GROWN CONTINUOUSLY AND SUCCESSFULLY: OUR PRODUCTION AREA HAS QUADRUPLED
IN THE LAST 10 YEARS.
• WE BELIEVE IN SUSTAINABILITY AND ALWAYS ACT WITH ENVIRONMENTAL AND QUALITY ISSUES
in MIND: STEGO is DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 and 14001:2004 certified. The Six Sigma Method was
introduced to improve quality management continuously.
• WE ARE INNOVATIVE: OVER 100 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS AWARDED TO STEGO SHOW THE
CREATIVITY AND ENERGY OF OUR DESIGN TEAM.

stego •

STEGO constantly creates precedents. With our
new slogan, our new website and a number of
marketing activities, we show what we stand for:
SIMPLY INNOVATIVE. BETTER FORE SURE.
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STEGO IS known

WORLDwide

STEGO HAS GROWN CONTINUOUSLY OVER THE 30 YEARS OF ITS COMPANY EXISTENCE – IN THE
CONTEXT OF PRODUCTION EFFICIENCY AS WELL AS BUSINESS ACUMEN. TODAY WE EXPORT OUR
PRODUCTS ALL OVER THE WORLD AND THEY ARE USED IN ALL TYPES OF CLIMATIC CONDITIONS AND
IN THE MOST DIVERSE AREAS OF APPLICATION.

STEGO IST VERSATILE
STEGO develops and supplies well-designed products
for thermal management. Wherever sensitive electronics must be protected from condensation, STEGO is
„SIMPLY INNOVATIVE. BETTER FOR SURE.“

SWEDEN

CONTACT US!
We are internationally represented with locations in 12
countries and by longterm business partners and provide
competent local contacts. The contact addresses for our
distribution network can be found at:
www.stego.de
Or contact us at any time at:

Czechia
FRANCE

RUSSIA

NETHERLANDS

UK

POLAND

GERMANY

ITALY
SPAIN
USA

STEGO Elektrotechnik GmbH
Kolpingstrasse 21
74523 Schwaebisch Hall
Germany
Tel. +49 (0)791 95058-0
Fax +49 (0)791 95058-45
E-Mail: info@stego.de

BRASIL
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